Weight war!

N

Jessica
hears from
Jennifer:

OT everyone is
impressed with Jessica
Simpson’s supposed
weight loss — namely,
fellow Weight Watchers
pitchwoman Jennifer
Hudson.
According to a source,
“Jennifer is frustrated with
Jess and how she’s handled her
weight-loss fiasco. She thinks
Jess’ stab at dieting has been
a colossal joke. Jen said that
Jessica still looks fat despite
an enormous $4 million
incentive to lose weight.”
Part of the American Idol
alum’s ire stems from her
repeated efforts to help
new mom Jessica drop the
pounds. Jennifer phoned
Jessica multiple times a day
to offer pep talks and tips,
even FedExing her diet diary
to the Fashion Star mentor
as motivation!
“Jennifer thinks Jess has
been lazy and not serious

You’re a Mess!
about getting fit,” says the
gossip. “Jessica obviously
didn’t put in the work.”
On Sept. 6 — just four days
before Jessica’s big reveal
on Katie Couric’s new talk
show, where she claimed to
have lost more than 40 lbs. —
Jennifer tweeted sexy lingerie
pictures of her toned body,
and 80-lb. weight loss. “She’s
written Jessica off as a total
mess,” reveals the source.
“Jennifer is definitely
having
the last
laugh.” H

Are You
America’s

Next
Millionaire?
“We all have
the ability to
live better,”
Woodgate says
of achieving
his goals. “I
dreamed
really big.”

D

O you dream about quitting your
dead-end job? Are you inspired by
superrich titans like Bill Gates,
Martha Stewart and Warren Buffett?
Do people call you a natural born leader?
Then CEO Brad Woodgate wants to hear
from you. With his new reality series, The
Entrepreneur in Me, Woodgate is giving a
handful of ordinary Americans the chance
to become a business mogul.
“Creating my company was a gut
wrenching, life-changing experience,” explains Woodgate, the head of Wellnx Life
Sciences which has over $100 million in
annual sales. “I want to give that opportunity to America.” The contestant who proves
to be the ultimate entrepreneur will win a
job with a six-figure salary and a 25 percent stake in his new company. More than
100,000 people have already viewed The
Entrepreneur In Me’s video on YouTube —
the show is still taking contestants, so go to
the website TheEntrepreneurInMe.com to
learn how you can apply. H
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